Sieber has described a model of PCF consisting of continuous functions that are invariant under certain ( nitary) logical relations, and shown that it is fully abstract for closed terms of up to third-order types. We show that one may achieve full abstraction at all types using a form of \Kripke logical relations" introduced by Jung and Tiuryn to characterize -de nability.
Introduction
The nature of sequential functional computation has fascinated computer scientists ever since Scott remarked on a curious incompleteness phenomenon when he introduced LCF (Logic for Computable Functions) and its continuous function model in 1969 (Scott, 1993) . Scott noted that although the functionals de nable by terms in PCF|the term language of LCF|admitted a sequential evaluation strategy, there were functions in the model that seemed to require a parallel evaluation strategy. \Sequential evaluation" means, roughly, that computation proceeds in a single thread and any subcomputation nishes before proceeding with another. Scott's example of a non-sequential function is \parallel or", which returns true even if one argument is true and the other diverges. Plotkin explored this phenomenon further, and showed that by enlarging PCF to include determinate parallel facilities related to \parallel or" one could achieve \full abstraction" (Plotkin, 1977) . A model is called fully abstract if two terms are semantically equal precisely when they are observationally equal, i.e., when they may interchanged in all programs with no di erence in observable behaviour. Plotkin also observed that Scott's model is not fully abstract without parallel facilities, and left open the problem of nding a fully abstract model for the original, sequential language.
The concept of a \sequentially computable functional" is surely intuitively compelling, but the concept has been notoriously di cult to describe in any abstract semantic sense. Some important advances include Milner's syntactic construction of a fully abstract model and the proof that it is unique under certain reasonable assumptions (Milner, 1977) , and good, but not fully abstract models based on sequential algorithms (Berry and Curien, 1982) and stable functions (Berry, 1978) ; cf. (Berry et al., 1985; Meyer and Cosmadakis, 1988; Stoughton, 1988) for more discussion and references. This issue of sequential versus parallel functionals was also partially foreshadowed by developments in basic recursion theory, e.g., in di erent notions of relative computability|given by Turing and weak Turing reducibility|and the associated notions of functional; cf. (Odifreddi, 1989) for more discussion and references. This paper constructs a new model of PCF. At functional type, the model consists of continuous functions that are invariant under certain kinds of logical relations. The relations impose conditions that rule out the parallel functions present in the continuous model. We prove that the model is inequationally fully abstract, i.e., denotational approximation coincides with a contextuallyde ned observational approximation relation. The model is isomorphic to Milner's fully abstract, but syntactically constructed, model.
The logical relation approach to building a model of PCF, i.e., using logical relations to constrain the construction of function types, was pioneered in (Sieber, 1992) . Instead of admitting all Scott continuous functions from one type to another as the meaning of function types, Sieber's construction admits only those continuous functions that are invariant under \sequential logical relations". A sequential logical relation has arbitrary but xed nite arity, and is de ned by a base type relation R nat (N ? : : : N ? ) with certain properties; the base type relation determines higher-type relations R ! in a standard way. Sieber's model, then, takes only those elements of the continuous function model that are invariant, i.e., only those elements f such that R (f; f; : : :; f) holds for all base relations R nat . Sieber proved that for closed terms M; N of up to third-order type, M and N are observationally equivalent i M] ] = N] ]|i.e., the model is fully abstract up to third-order|and left open the problem of whether the model is fully abstract for higher types.
Our model construction resembles Sieber's except in the choice of logical relations: we use a form of Kripke logical relation in place of nitary relations. This is reminiscent of Plotkin's seminal work (Plotkin, 1980) , where binary relations su ce for a -de nability result for second-order types but Kripke relations are used for de nability at higher types. The kind of Kripke relation is a domaintheoretic version of that introduced in (Jung and Tiuryn, 1993) , where a quite general de nability result for pure simply-typed -calculus is obtained. Jung and Tiuryn's relations generalize both those of Sieber and Plotkin, and are themselves a specialization of (unary) logical relations in a functor category. The basic new idea in Jung and Tiuryn's relations lies in the \varying arity" of the relations: the elements of the worlds that index the relations are themselves the indices of the elements of the relation. Thus, for example, in a Kripke structure with a world w of two elements and a world w 0 of three elements, the logical relation at world w is binary and the relation at world w 0 is ternary.
Although we concentrate on PCF, the de nition of the model and proof of full abstraction apply in wider circumstances. Given ground pointed cpos and a collection of rst-order functions, the model de nition in section 3 works by choosing`strict" and \complete" nitary logical relations that preserve the given rst-order functions; the proof of de nability of nite elements requires that the ground domains are SFP with de nable nite projections. Moreover, when the ground domains are consistently complete and satisfy the \articulating" conditions of (Milner, 1977) , the resulting model is the unique one identi ed by Milner. In contrast with Milner's construction, the elements of the model are described directly here, not as an inverse limit of nite cpo's: note especially that the nite projections are used only in the proof of full abstraction, not in the construction of the model. (In the case that the ground domains have in nite height, a slight adjustment is required: the relation R w n in section 4 becomes tuples that are lubs of directed sets of de nable nite elements, and the order-theoretic property of nite elements is used to show the relation directed-complete.)
Based on this generality, one might sense that our results do not provide a further analysis of sequentiality per se, but rather concern lifting nitary rst-order principles to higher types. Nevertheless, in the case of PCF one further simpli cation is possible: we can use Sieber's characterization of those relations that are preserved by rst-order PCF constants. The result is a construction of the fully abstract model of PCF in which the semantics of types does not mention the interpretation of the rst-order constants. 
The strictness and completeness properties of sequentiality relations is preserved by lifting to higher types. This fact and the proposition, together with the \main lemma of logical relations" (Plotkin, 1980 This fact may be used in reasoning about the non-de nability of certain elements of the model.
Example 1 (Sieber, 1992) if 8(n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ) 2 R : (f 1 (n 1 ); f 2 (n 2 ); f 3 (n 3 )) 2 R then (fpor(f 1 ); fpor(f 2 ); fpor(f 3 )) 2 R. A counterexample is given by an argument tuple (f 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 ) where f 1 (0) = f 2 (1) = 0, f 1 (1) = f 2 (0) = ? and f 3 constantly ?. It may be argued that this example is still essentially about rstorder sequentiality, since the function fpor is a simple variation on por. However, it does illustrate well how the purely rst-order properties encoded by R can be e ectively lifted to higher types using logical relations. More sophisticated examples of using logical relations for reasoning about PCF may be found in (Sieber, 1992; Stoughton, 1994) .
The question naturally arises of how far one can apply this mode of reasoning. Sieber's second main result is that, up to second-order type in the continuous type hierarchy over N ? , any element that is invariant under all sequentiality relations is the lub of a directed set of PCF-de nable elements. This can be turned into a full abstraction result for closed terms of order-three types by using logical relations to constrain function types. We emphasize again that sequentiality relations themselves codify essentially rst-order principles of sequential functions. This result is quite astonishing precisely because lifting these rst-order principles furnishes a characterization of PCF de nability at second order. The question of what happens at types higher than level two was left open by Sieber. We have not been able to settle this question; presently, whether or not sequentiality relations characterize PCF de nability at higher types is unknown. In the following sections we show that full abstraction may be obtained by replacing Sieber's xed-arity relations with a varying-arity form of Kripke relations due to Jung and Tiuryn. 3 Model of PCF This section rst de nes a notion of \Kripke logical relation." Then the logical relations are used to describe a suitable cartesian closed category and the resultant model of PCF.
Kripke Logical Relations
The usual notion of \Kripke logical relations" (cf. (Mitchell, 1990; Plotkin, 1973; Plotkin, 1980; Reynolds, 1983) ) extends the de nition of logical relations with structure similar to the Kripke semantics of intuitionistic logic. One begins with a poset of worlds and a nite xed arity, and then chooses a relation of that arity at base type for each world that must t together with the poset structure on worlds; the relations of higher type are determined from the base type relations. Jung and Tiuryn's \Kripke logical relations" (Jung and Tiuryn, 1993) are slightly di erent in two respects. First, one begins with a category of worlds which are sets, generalizing the usual de nition based on posets. Second, instead of having some nite, xed arity, Jung and Tiuryn's relations are sets of functions, so, for instance, if w is a world and A is the meaning of the base type, the relation R w is a subset of w ! A]. Notice that there is no nite arity restriction, and that the arity (size of w) may in fact vary from world to world. Jung and Tiuryn's Kripke logical relations are themselves a special case of the categorical forms of logical relation studied in (Ma and Reynolds, 1992; Mitchell and Scedrov, 1993 Kripke Monotonicity: If ' : v C ?! w in C and g 2 S w , then ('; g) 2 S v . We often omit the C from \C-Kripke relation" when no confusion is likely.
We need a few notational conventions. If S 1 is a Kripke relation on cpo D 1 , S 2 is a Kripke relation on cpo D 2 , and f : D 1 ! D 2 is a continuous function, then we write f : S 1 ! S 2 if for all w 2 Ob(C) and h 2 S w 1 , (h; f) 2 S w 2 . This de nition corresponds to a notion of \morphism of relations" as found in (Ma and Reynolds, 1992; Mitchell and Scedrov, 1993 Sieber's notion of sequentiality relation to take into account the world structure of Kripke relations.
De nition 4 Suppose R is a C-Kripke relation on N ? . For any object w of C and A B w, To be more speci c, the resultant category is, in the notation of (Ma and Reynolds, 1992) (Sieber, 1993; O'Hearn and Tennent, 1993) .
Notice that SR does not consist of arbitrary continuous functions, certain of which are singled out using relations; rather, we use a parametricity condition to constrain hom sets from the very beginning. The model is therefore not a collapse of the full continuous model of PCF using logical relations to pick out certain invariant elements. Instead, the relations constrain the construction of the model so that all elements are invariant. Thus, there is no need for quotienting or a collapse to guarantee that all elements of the model are extensional functions|they are already by the de nition. Sieber also has a presentation of his model of PCF which does not rely on extensional collapse (Sieber, personal communication, July 1993) . SR has enough structure to interpret the simply-typed -calculus, i.e., it is a cartesian-closed category. The terminal object 1 is given by j1j is a one-point cpo, and 1(R) w is the singleton subset consisting of the unique function in w ! j1j].
Products are constructed by jA Bj = jAj jBj, using the product in CPO, and (A B)(R) w = fhf; gi j f 2 A(R) w and g 2 B(R) w g. Note the interesting symbiotic relationship between the construction of the meanings of higher types and the relational meaning of higher types. The set jB A j is determined using the results of B and A on all sequentiality relations, whereas B A (R) w picks out elements from w ! jB A j] using the particular relation R. The de nition of B A (R) therefore relies explicitly on the particular Kripke sequentiality relation R chosen as the basis, and implicitly on all sequentiality relations.
Lemma 7 (a) jB A j is a cpo. Proof: Proof of (a). f g is just the function induced by the underlying product in CPO. f g has the usual de nition: f g (h) = g; h; f. Preservation of identities and compositions and various continuity conditions are straightforward to check, as is the uniformity condition for f g. We check the uniformity condition for f g . First, the uniformity condition is preserved by composition, as is relevant domain-theoretic structure, so we may conclude that g; h; f 2 jB 0A 0 j, where f : B ! B 0 and g : A 0 ! A. To see that f g = g; {; f satis es the uniformity condition, consider an R and m 2 B A (R) w : we need that ( i 2 w: g; m(i); f) 2 B 0A 0 (R) w , which in turn requires that, for ' : v C ?! w and n 2 A 0 (R) v , ( ) ( j 2 v: (g; m('(j)); f)(n(j))) 2 B 0 (R) v : By the uniformity condition for g, ( j 2 v: g(n(j))) 2 A(R) v . Then, by the de nition of B A (R) we obtain ( j 2 v: m('(j))(g(n(j)))) 2 B(R) v , and a nal application of uniformity for f gives the desired result ( ). Thus, we may conclude that f g satis es the uniformity condition.
Proof of (b). For f : A B ! C, curry(f) : A ! C B is curry(f)a b = fha; bi. For g : A ! C B , uncurry(g) : A B ! C is uncurry(g)ha; bi = (g a b). Of course, these are the same de ning equations as in CPO (and many other categories). The point, however, is that the de nition of C B is just right to make these inverse isomorphisms. Clearly, uncurry(curry(f)) = f and curry(uncurry(g)) = g, using the same argument as in CPO, as long as we can show that uncurry(g) and curry(f) are actually de ned. For this we need only verify the appropriate parametricity conditions, as continuity and naturality properties are straightforward. We treat curry(f), leaving the similar case of uncurry(g) to the reader.
We need to show that curry(f) is a well-de ned function from jAj to jC B j and that it satis es the uniformity condition. First, for well-de nedness, we must show that for any a 2 jAj, R, and w, if h 2 B(R) w then ( i 2 w: curry(f) a (h(i))) 2 C(R) w . By the concreteness condition, a 2 jAj implies that ( i 2 w: a) 2 A(R) w , which means that ( i 2 w: ha; h(i)i) 2 (A B)(R) w . Uniformity for f then gives ( i 2 w: fha; h(i)i) 2 C(R) w , which by de nition of curry (f) is what we wanted to show. Second, for uniformity of curry(f), suppose k 2 A(R) w ; we need to show that ( i 2 w: curry(f)(k(i))) 2 C B (R) w , which, from the de nition of C B (R), requires proving ( ) ( j 2 v: f k 0 (j); h(j) ) 2 C(R) v for ' : v C ?! w and h 2 B(R) v , where k 0 = ('; k). Since A satis es Kripke monotonicity, we know that k 0 2 A(R) v , and so the desired property ( ) is immediate from the uniformity condition for f.
Proposition 9 SR is a cpo-enriched cartesian closed category, with Hom SR (A; B) ordered pointwise. It is order-extensional in the following sense: f v g : A ! B , 8e : 1 ! A : e; f v e; g Proof: That ; 1 is a cartesian product structure should be clear; the projections and pairing are just as in CPO. The previous lemma shows cartesian closure, and the preservation of relevant cpo-enriched structure is straightforward. The concreteness condition implies that SR is a concrete (well-pointed) category, which is to say that two maps f; g are equal i (e; f) = (e; g) for all maps e out of 1. Order-extensionality is then immediate from the pointwise ordering of hom sets.
The 
Interpretation of Types and Terms
We now give a concrete description of the programming language PCF and its model in this category. The version of PCF used here has one base type nat of natural numbers for simplicity. 
Kripke Invariance and PCF De nability
In this section we show that every element in the model is a least upper bound of a directed set of de nable elements. The proof is based on ideas from (Jung and Tiuryn, 1993) , and proceeds by considering speci c nitary Kripke sequentiality relations over speci c categories.
For the proof to work with nitary Kripke relations we use the fact that the general form of the construction|and the fact that we are dealing with PCF|forces each cpo to be an SFP object. n . This is in fact necesary if R n is to be a sequentiality relation.
The construction of this sequentiality relation is interesting because of the apparent \circularity":
the particular sequentiality relation is de ned on a category C n , and C n is constructed using all sequentiality relations. Of course, this is not a real foundational issue, but the technique does resemble the proof of strong normalization of the Girard-Reynolds polymorphic -calculus using Girard's \reducibility candidates", cf. (Gallier, 1989; Girard et al., 1989 and hence ('; g) 2 R v n as desired. Thus, R n is a Kripke relation.
To show that it is a sequentiality relation it su ces, by Proposition 6, to show that each of the base constants is invariant. We prove one of the closure conditions and leave the others to the The proof of the following is an adaptation of the proof of the characterization of -de nability in (Jung and Tiuryn, 1993 Here we have used the denotational semantics to determine \observable approximation." The adequacy of this model for the usual operational semantics can be shown using the standard computability method (cf. (Plotkin, 1977) 
Conclusion
In this paper we have given a characterization of the (unique by (Milner, 1977) ) inequationally fully abstract model of PCF. The results of this paper owe much to (Jung and Tiuryn, 1993) and (Sieber, 1992) , and we make no claim of great originality. It is clearly interesting, however, that such a full abstraction result is possible using logical relations. We were led to the connection between the two works by our own work on translating PCF into a language with parametric polymorphism (O'Hearn and Riecke, 1994) (hence the connection to -de nability and Jung and Tiuryn's work). We view our results as strengthening, and providing further justi cation for, the research program begun in (Sieber, 1992) . One crucial question remains: is the model based on Kripke relations actually di erent than Sieber's nitary relation model? All equivalences that we know of that are treated incorrectly by the continuous model are in fact treated correctly by the model based on xed-arity nitary relations. This situation is rather like (Plotkin, 1980) , where binary relations characterizede nability in the full type hierarchy over an in nite ground set up to type-level two, and Kripke relations characterize de nability at all types, but there remains the nagging question of whether binary or nitary relations already su ce for de nability (the example of (Statman, 1985) is not for the full type hierarchy). We know here that Kripke relations su ce for technical purposes but not whether they are necessary, i.e., whether the simpler xed-arity relations of Sieber su ce for full abstraction.
One may wonder, with all the previous constructions of models of PCF, whether this construction constitutes a solution to the \full abstraction problem". It has been remarked on a number of occasions (Abramsky et al., 1994; Berry et al., 1985; Jung and Stoughton, 1993) that there is no universal agreement on the requirements for a \solution." At the very least, one would like a construction that does not depend on the syntax or operational semantics of PCF. Although the syntax of PCF was used in the proof of full abstraction, the semantic category in which the model lives was de ned without recourse to the type structure of PCF or to operational semantics, and so we feel that the construction satis es this rst criterion. A second criterion, argued in (Abramsky et al., 1994) , is that the construction should exist in a cartesian closed category, so that in particular the function type is explained using an exponential construction. Our presentation also meets this criterion. In fact, it would also have been possible to use Kripke relations to characterize those elements in the continuous function model that are lubs of de nables, and then use the techniques of (Jung and Stoughton, 1993) to collapse to the fully abstract model. It is not clear at present whether our method could yield more useful information about PCF than this collapsing, though we agree that it is desirable to present the model in terms of a cartesian closed category. Jung and Stoughton (1993) propose a third criterion: a solution should yield an e ective presentation of nitary PCF, i.e., PCF with just the boolean type. By \e ective presentation" is meant, roughly, a procedure that prints out, for each type, a table of graphs of PCF-de nable functions, and which indicates when the table for a type is complete. In other words, such a solution would guarantee that given the graph of a function in nitary PCF, one could tell whether it was in the model or not. Our model is not a solution in this sense, due to the complexity of the logical relations; if, for instance, Sieber's more tame relations determined the fully abstract model, there would be an e ective presentation. Of course, there may be no solution meeting this third criterion. (The undecidability result of (Loader, 1994) , for -de nability in the full type hierarchy over a nite base type, is interesting but apparently not immediately relevant to the PCF de nability problem.)
The results of this paper were obtained subsequent to the full abstraction results reported by Abramsky, Jagadeesan and Malacaria (Abramsky et al., 1994; Abramsky et al., 1993) and Hyland and Ong (Hyland and Ong, 1993 ) using games semantics. The games semantics approaches the full abstraction problem for PCF by rst providing an intensional model, which is then quotiented to achieve extensionality. In contrast, here and in (Sieber, 1992 ) the starting point is manifestly extensional, and logical relations are used to impose stringent conditions on function types. The games semantics does a better job of explaining the \temporal" or \process" aspect of sequentiality, and in particular the structure in the intensional games semantics is already interesting and informative, prior to quotienting, and independent of questions of full abstraction.
Our construction probably does not o er a de nitive account of sequential functional computation, even though Sieber's sequentiality relations, along with our variation on them, clearly exhibit some semantic aspects of sequentiality. For instance, the fully abstract models for sequential PCF and parallel PCF (with \parallel or") coexist in our category SR. We have seen that SR contains the fully abstract model of PCF, but it also contains the continuous function model (Plotkin, 1977; Scott, 1993) : for this, we would simply de ne each nat] ]R to be the evident everywhere-true Kripke relation on N ? , that is, where ( nat] ]R) w = w ! N ? ]. Nevertheless, we feel that the logical relation approach still has clear interest when it comes to principles for reasoning about sequential functions. As was remarked above, logical-relation reasoning handles many examples quite smoothly, and allows for an e ective presentation of nitary PCF up to type-level two. This is illustrated well by Stoughton's implementation of an algorithm for de nability problems (Stoughton, 1994) , and its use on the subtle examples of (Curien, 1986) .
Another closely related work is that of Cartwright, Curien, and Felleisen, where a fully abstract model is presented for SPCF, a \sequential" extension of PCF that includes errors and a version of the \catch" construct (Cartwright et al., 1994) . While this result is not for PCF itself, the model, which turns out to be a version of sequential algorithms (Berry and Curien, 1982) , is quite satisfactory. In particular, the preservation conditions for \manifestly sequential functions" are of su cient quality to yield an e ective presentation of a nitary version of SPCF (Felleisen, personal communication, February 1994) . The possibility of nding something similar for PCF is one reason why further developments along the lines of, e.g., (Bucciarelli and Erhardt, 1991; Brookes and Geva, 1994) continue to hold interest.
